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High-Dimensional Axis-Aligned Bounding Box with Outliers
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Abstract

Given n points in d-dimensional space and a parameter
z, we study the problem of finding the smallest axis-
aligned bounding box that covers at least n − z points
and labels the remaining points as outliers. We consider
two measures for the size of bounding box: length of
the largest side and sum of lengths of the sides. We
give two algorithms for the former case: one that uses
at most 2z outliers but gives a bounding box which is at
most as large as the optimal bounding box and another
algorithm that uses at most z outliers but gives a box
than can be twice as large as the optimal box. We also
prove a matching lower bound for the approximation
factor of these algorithms.

For the sum of the sides objective, we give a bi-criteria
approximation algorithm that finds a box which is at
most O(log d) larger than the optimal box by removing
O(z) points.

1 Introduction

We study the classic problem of finding the smallest
axis-aligned box that contains a set of points in the set-
ting where we are allowed to ignore z points by labelling
them as outliers. The axis-aligned bounding box prob-
lem is extensively studied in literature because of its ap-
plications in pattern recognition [15], computer graphics
[18, 17] and VLSI design [14]. Aggarwal et al. [1] gave
an exact algorithm to minimize the perimeter for the
case where points are in two dimensional plane which
runs in O((n− z)2n log n) time. Eppstein and Erickson
[8] showed that the time complexity can be improved
to O((n − z)2n) in the planar case and also gave an
O((n− z)n log n+ (n− z)d/2−1n log2 (n− z)) algorithm
for the L∞ objective (maximum side length) in higher
dimensions.

Segal and Kedem [16] gave an O(n+ z(n− z)2) algo-
rithm for minimizing area and perimeter in the plane
which is faster than previous ones when z is small.
They also extend their algorithm to 3-dimensional space
which runs in O(n+ z(n− z)2 + (n− z)5) time.

Ahn et al. [2] studied (p, z) box covering problem in
the plane: find p disjoint axis-aligned rectangles that
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cover at least n − z points minimizing the area of the
largest box. They gave an O(n + z3) algorithm for the
case where p = 1 (which is the same as our problem).
They also show that this problem is NP-hard for general
p. Atanassov et al. [3] studied many geometric problems
with outliers and gave an O(n+ z3) algorithm for min-
imum perimeter rectangle in the plane.

Kaplan et al. [10] developed algorithms for the min-
imum area and minimum perimeter rectangle with
outliers which run in O(n2.5 log2 n) and O(n(n −
z)1.5 log (n− z) log n) respectively.

de Berg et al. [7] considered the case where z is large
(n−z is small) and gave an O(n(n−z)2 log n+n log2 n)
time algorithm. They also studied the “dual” problem
of covering the maximum number of points using a rect-
angle with area at most α and gave a randomized algo-
rithm with running time O( nε4 log3 n log 1

ε ) which covers
at least (1− ε)κ∗ points with high probability where κ∗

is the maximum number of points coverable with such
rectangle.

Guo and Li [9] presented an algorithm with running
time O(kz3+kzn+n2 log n) for the minimum area rect-
angle in the plane where k denotes the number of points
on the first z + 1 convex layers. This algorithm can be
faster than previous ones when z and k are small.

Chan and Har-Peled [5] improved the running
time for both the area and perimeter to O(n(n −
z) log n

n−z log (n− z)) when points are in the two dimen-
sional plane, they also gave an algorithm which finds a
rectangle with area at most 1 + ε times the area of the
optimal rectangle and runs in O((1/ε)3 log (1/ε)n log n).

Bae [4] studied the related minimum width cuboidal
shell problem with outliers where cuboidal shell is de-
fined as the area between a cube and its inward offset.
They give an algorithm with running time O(z2dn).

In this paper, we present the first polynomial-time
bi-criteria approximation algorithms for axis-aligned
bounding box with outliers in high dimensional spaces.
An (α, β)-approximation algorithm for axis aligned
bounding box is one that achieves an objective value
at most α times the optimal value by removing at most
βz outliers. We consider two objectives: the maximum
side length of the bounding box (L∞) and the sum of
the side lengths of the bounding box (L1) which reduces
to perimeter in 2-dimensional case.

• For the L∞ objective, we give (1, 2) and (2, 1)-
approximation algorithms. Moreover, we prove ap-
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proximating the objective function with a factor
better than 2 is NP-hard if we are not allowed to
use more than z outliers.

• For the L1 objective, we give a (O(log d), O(1))-
approximation algorithm.

2 Definitions and Terminology

Let P ⊂ Rd be a set of points in d-dimensional euclidean
space and let n = |P | be the number of points. Let lj(P )
denote the extent of P in the j-th dimension, that is:

lj(P ) = max
p,q∈P

pj − qj

In this paper, we explore the following extent measures
of the point set:

• Maximum side length of the axis-aligned bounding
box:

L∞(P ) =
d

max
j=1

lj(P )

• The sum of side lengths of the axis-aligned bound-
ing box:

L1(P ) =

d∑
j=1

lj(P )

Let f(x) be any function on subsets of P , the problem
of minimizing f with z outliers is to find z points in P
such that removal of these points minimizes f , that is:

Z∗ = arg min
Z⊂P,|Z|=z

f(P \ Z)

we denote the optimal value of this function by
OPT = f(P \ Z∗) and the optimal set of points
by P ∗ = P \ Z∗. For convenience we denote
the optimal outlier points for the L∞ objective by
Z∗∞(P, z) = arg minZ⊂P,|Z|=z L∞(P \ Z) and the op-
timal non-outlier points are P ∗∞(P, z) = P \ Z∗∞(P, z)
and the optimal objective value is L∗∞(P, z) = L∞(P ∗∞).
Z∗1 (P, z), P ∗1 (P, z) and L∗1(P, z) are defined analogously.
For brevity, we will omit (P, z) when their value is obvi-
ous from the context (for example instead of L∗∞(P, z)
we just write L∗∞).

3 Approximating L∞ in High Dimensions

In this section we give the following results for the
minimum-L∞ axis-aligned bounding box with outliers:

1. In subsection 3.1 we give an approximation algo-
rithm that labels 2z points as outliers but guaran-
tees that the L∞ value of the remaining points is
less than L∗∞(P, z)

2. In subsection 3.2 we give an approximation algo-
rithm that labels at most z points as outliers and
guarantees that the L∞ value of the remaining
points is at most 2L∗∞(P, z)

3. In subsection 3.3 we prove that under some reason-
able assumptions both above approximation factors
are optimal.

3.1 A (1, 2)-approximation Algorithm

We repeatedly find the dimension with maximum side
length and remove two extreme points along this dimen-
sion. We claim that Algorithm 1 achieves the optimal
value of L∞ and removes at most 2z points.

Algorithm 1 Approximation Algorithm for L∞ in High
Dimensions
1: procedure L∞-Approximation1(P )
2: for i← 1...z do
3: di = arg maxdj=1 lj(P )

4: pmin
i , pmax

i = extreme points of P in di
5: P ← P \ {pmin

i , pmax
i }

6: return P

Lemma 1 Let Zi = {pmin
i , pmax

i } be the two points re-
moved in the i-th iteration of the for loop in Line 2, then
one of the following holds:

• Zi ∩ Z∗∞ 6= ∅

• L∞(P ) ≤ L∗∞

Proof. Let P ∗∞ be the optimal set of points with their
z outliers removed. Suppose Zi ∩ Z∗∞ = ∅, therefore
Zi ⊆ P ∗∞ and since L∞ is a monotone function (that is,
it can never increase by deleting points), we have:

L∞(P ∗∞) ≥ L∞(Zi) = L∞(P )

�

Theorem 2 The points returned by Algorithm 1
achieve at most the optimal value of L∞.

Proof. If at any point during Algorithm 1 we have
Zi∩Z∗∞ = ∅, then by Lemma 1 we have already achieved
the optimum value (and we will never increase this value
because L∞ is a monotone function of points). Other-
wise we have ∀i : Zi ∩ Z∗∞ 6= ∅ and ∀i, j : Zi ∩ Zj = ∅.
Therefore for each i we have removed at least one new
point from Z∗∞, so after z iterations we have removed
all z points from Z∗∞.

�
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The loop at line 2 is executed z times and each ex-
ecution takes O(nd) time so the overall runtime of the
algorithm is O(ndz). This runtime can be improved
when dz is o(n) by exploiting the following observation:

Observation 1 The extreme point of P ∗∞ with the low-
est (highest) coordinate in j-th dimension is among the
z + 1 extreme points of P with lowest (highest) j-th co-
ordinate.

Proof. This follows trivially from the fact that we have
at most z outliers, therefore one of the z + 1 most ex-
treme points must be in the optimal solution. �

Therefore, instead of considering all n points, we can
consider only the points which are among the z+1 most
extreme points in some dimension. There are at most
2d(z + 1) such points and they can be found in O(nd)
time using standard selection algorithms [6]. Running
the algorithm only on these points reduces the overall
runtime to O(nd+ d2z2).

3.2 A (2, 1)-approximation Algorithm

Observation 1 implies that if a point is not among the
2dz most extreme points, it can not be an outlier and
therefore it must be included in the optimal box. Ad-
ditionally, any cube with side length l can be covered
with a cube with side length 2l centered at any point
inside the cube. Therefore if all except z points can be
covered with a cube of maximum side length l, then all
but z points can be covered with a cube centered at any
non-outlier point with side length 2l. This suggests Al-
gorithm 2 for the case when n > 2dz. We know that
the point c found in line 3 can not be an outlier, and
therefore, we must be able to cover n− z points with a
cube centered on c and length at most 2L∗∞.

Algorithm 2 (2, 1)-approximation Algorithm for L∞
in High Dimensions

1: procedure L∞-Approximation2(P )
2: Let P ′ be the points of P with 2dz most extreme

points in each dimension deleted
3: Let c be an arbitrary point in P ′

4: Find the smallest l such that a cube with side
length l centered at c can cover at least n−z points
in P

5: Label all the points not covered in the cube
found in line 4 as outliers and return the cube as
the solution

Line 2 can be performed in O(nd) time using selection
algorithms. Line 4 can be performed in O(nd log n) time
by performing a binary search on the distance of c to
the points in P . So the overall runtime of Algorithm 2
is O(nd log n).

3.3 Hardness of Approximation

We show that unless P = NP , we can not approximate
the value of L∗∞(P, z) with a factor better than 2 when
no approximation on z is allowed. This proves that
Algorithm 2 is optimal and justifies our approximation
on z in Algorithm 1.

We convert an instance of Vertex-Cover [11] prob-
lem to an instance of minimum L∞ axis-aligned bound-
ing box with outliers such that the optimal value is 1 if
the graph has a vertex cover of size k and is 2 otherwise
(which means an approximation algorithm with a fac-
tor better than 2 can distinguish between these cases).
Let (V,E, k) be an instance of Vertex-Cover prob-
lem where V is the set of nodes and E ⊆ V × V is
the set of edges. Our goal is to determine if the graph
has a vertex cover of size at most k. We arbitrarily as-
sign directions to edges of |E| and convert each vertex
into a point in R|E|. Note that there is a dimension
corresponding to each edge in the graph, let de denote
the dimension corresponding to edge e. Let pv denote
the point corresponding to vertex v ∈ V . We use the
following rule to determine pv:

pv(de) =


−1, if e = (v, ∗).
1, if e = (∗, v).

0, otherwise.

Theorem 3 Let P = {pv|v ∈ V }. Then:

L∗∞(P, k) =

{
1, if (V,E) has a vertex cover of size k.

2, otherwise.

Proof. Suppose (V,E) has a vertex cover C ⊂ V where
|C|= k. We label the points corresponding to vertices in
C as outliers, let P ′ = P \ {pv|v ∈ C} be the remaining
points. There are exactly two points in P with non-zero
value for each edge and since we know we have removed
at least one of the endpoints of each edge in P ′, there
is at most one point in P ′ with non-zero value in each
dimension. Therefore the points of P ′ can be covered
with a box with maximum side length of 1.

Conversely, we can convert any solution where
L∗∞(P, z) = 1 to a vertex cover by selecting the ver-
tices corresponding to outliers in P which means that
if (V,E) doesn’t have a vertex cover with size k then
L∗∞(P, k) > 1, but the only other possible value for
L∗∞(P, k) is 2. �

Assuming that unique games conjecture [12] is true,
it is impossible to approximate Vertex-Cover with a
factor better than two [13] and we can strengthen The-
orem 3 to claim that no (α, β)-approximation is possi-
ble where α and β are simultaneously less than 2. This
proves that both Algorithms 1 and 2 are pareto-optimal.
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4 Approximating L1 in High Dimensions

In this section we develop bi-criteria approximation al-
gorithms for the L1 objective. First, we warm up by
developing (d, 2) and (1, 2d)-approximation algorithms
in subsections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. Then in subsec-
tion 4.3 we show how to combine the ideas of these algo-
rithms to develop an algorithm that achieves a reason-
able approximation factor both for the objective value
and number of outliers.

4.1 A (d, 2)-approximation Algorithm

We claim that Algorithm 1 already gives us a (d, 2) ap-
proximation factor.

Theorem 4 Algorithm 1 is a (d, 2)-approximation al-
gorithm for L1.

Proof. Let P ∗∞ and P ∗1 be the optimal set of points
(with z outliers removed) for L∞ and L1 respectively
and PW be the result of applying Algorithm 1 on P .
We have:

L1(PW ) =

d∑
j=1

lj(PW )

≤ d d
max
j=1

lj(PW )

≤ d d
max
j=1

lj(P
∗
∞)

≤ d d
max
j=1

lj(P
∗
1 )

≤ d
d∑
j=1

lj(P
∗
1 )

= dL1(P ∗1 )

�

4.2 A (1, 2d)-approximation Algorithm

This algorithm is very similar to Algorithm 1, however,
instead of deleting the extreme points just in the largest
dimension, we delete all 2d extreme points in all dimen-
sions.

Algorithm 3 Simple Approximation Algorithm for L1

in High Dimensions

1: procedure L1-Approximation(P )
2: for i← 1...z do
3: Zi = at most 2d extreme points of P in each

dimension
4: P ← P \ Zi
5: return P

We omit the full proof of correctness and approxima-
tion factor because it is essentially the same as the proof

of Theorem 2. The main idea is that at each step, either
we have already achieved optimality or at least one of
the deleted points is in Z∗1 .

4.3 A Better Approximation Algorithm

In this section, we assume that the optimal value
OPT = L∗1(P, z) is known. We will show how to re-
move this assumption in subsection 4.3.1. The main
idea is the same as Algorithm 3, however, instead of
removing the two extreme points of all dimensions, we
only consider the “large” dimensions and ignore “small”
dimensions by proving that their contribution to the so-
lution can not be too large (Theorem 9). And since we
know the value of OPT, we know that there can not be
too many “large” dimensions in the optimal solution,
therefore we know that a good portion of the deleted
points are actual outliers (Theorem 8).

Procedure Prune is called log 2
1+εd

times. Each run

of Prune takes O(n2d) time so the overall runtime of
Algorithm 4 is O(n2d log 2

1+ε
d).

Algorithm 4 Approximation Algorithm for L1 in High
Dimensions
1: procedure Prune(P , D)
2: n← |D|
3: while |D|> (1+ε)n

2 do
4: for d in D do
5: if ld(P ) > 2OPT

n then
6: Remove the two extreme points of P

in dimension d
7: else
8: D ← D \ {d}
9: return P , D

10: procedure L1-Approximation(P )
11: D = {1, 2, ..., d}
12: for i← 1...

⌈
log 2

1+ε
d
⌉
do

13: P,D ← Prune(P,D)

14: return P

Lemma 5 Let D, |D|> 0 be a set of dimensions and
let D′ be the set of remaining dimensions after running

Prune(P,D) then |D
′|
|D| ≤

1+ε
2 .

Proof. Line 3 removes dimensions until this condition
is satisfied (we know that it can be eventually satisfied
because we can reduce the value to 0 by removing all
points). �

Corollary 6 Let Di be D after the i-th iteration of the
loop at line 12. Then |Di|≤ ( 1+ε

2 )id.
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Proof. |D0| is d and for each i we have |Di+1|≤
1+ε
2 |Di|. By multiplying all these inequalities we get:

|Di|≤
(

1 + ε

2

)i
|D0|=

(
1 + ε

2

)i
d

�

Lemma 7 Let P ∗1 = P \Z∗1 be the optimal set of points
and C = {j : lj(P

∗
1 ) > 2OPT

n }. Then |C|≤ n
2 .

Proof.

OPT =

d∑
j=1

lj(P
∗
1 ) ≥

∑
j∈C

lj(P
∗
1 )

≥
∑
j∈C

2OPT

n
= |C|2OPT

n
=⇒

OPT ≥ |C|2OPT

n
=⇒ n

2
≥ |C|

�

Theorem 8 Algorithm 4 removes at most 4(ε−1z+2d)
points.

Proof. Let Zi be the points removed the i-th time
Prune was called, let Di be the input dimensions to
this iteration and let αi be the number of times while
loop in Line 3 was executed. We have:

|Zi|≤ 2αi|Di|= 2(αi − 1)|Di|+2|Di|

which means:

|Zi|−2|Di|
2|Di|

≤ αi − 1

Now, for the first αi − 1 iterations, we are sure that

there are at least (1+ε)|Di|
2 dimensions remaining in D

which we call active dimensions (this might not be true
for the last iteration because we remove points inside
the loop). On the other hand, Lemma 7 tells us that

there are at most |Di|2 dimensions in the optimal solution

whose extent is more than 2OPT
|Di| . This means that at

least (1+ε)|Di|
2 − |Di|2 = ε|Di|

2 of these dimensions are
not optimal (the extent of points in these dimensions
is still larger than the extent of optimal points in this
dimension) which means at each non-final iteration we

remove at least ε|Di|
2 points from Z∗1 . Thus we have:

|Zi∩Z∗1 |≥ (αi−1)
ε|Di|

2
≥ |Zi|−2|Di|

2|Di|
ε|Di|

2
=
ε(|Zi|−2|Di|)

4

therefore 4ε−1|Zi∩Z∗1 |+2|Di|≥ |Zi|. Now we can bound
the number of points removed in all iterations (we use I

to denote the number of iterations which is
⌈
log 2

1+ε
d
⌉
):

I∑
i=1

|Zi| ≤
I∑
i=1

4ε−1|Zi ∩ Z∗1 |+2|Di|

=

I∑
i=1

4ε−1|Zi ∩ Z∗1 |+ 2

I∑
i=1

|Di|

we have
I∑
i=1

|Zi ∩ Z∗1 | ≤ |Z∗1 |

because the Zis are disjoint so the first sum is less than
4ε−1z. For the second sum we apply Corollary 6 and
sum the geometric series to get:

I∑
i=1

|Di| ≤
I∑
i=1

(
1 + ε

2

)i
d <

2d

1− ε
< 4d

we assumed ε < 1
2 for the last inequality. Putting this

all together we have:

I∑
i=1

|Zi| ≤ 4(ε−1z + 2d)

�

Theorem 9 The points returned by Algorithm 4

achieve an L1 value of at most OPT(2
⌈
log 2

1+ε
d
⌉
).

Proof. Each time Prune is called the deactivated di-
mensions have extent at most 2OPT

|Di| and there are at

most |Di| of them. So the total contribution of these di-
mensions to the objective is at most 2OPT

|Di| |Di|= 2OPT.

And Prune is called at most
⌈
log 2

1+ε
d
⌉

times after

which there remains no active dimensions. �

4.3.1 How to Find OPT ?

In Section 4.3 we assumed we knew the value of OPT.
Here we will show how to remove this assumption. Let
L and U be a lower bound and an upper bound on the
value of OPT. For example U can be L1(P ) and L can
be 1

d times the result of running Algorithm 1 on P . Let

φ = U
L . Run Algorithm 4 in parallel log1+δ φ times each

time with a guess of L(1+δ)i for the value of OPT. For
one of these guesses we have OPT ≤ L(1 + δ)i ≤ (1 +
δ)OPT and for that guess Algorithm 4 is guaranteed to

succeed with a value of at most 2(1+δ)
⌈
log 2

1+ε
d
⌉

OPT.

While this method probably works well in most prac-
tical datasets, one can design adversarial datasets where
the value of φ is unbounded. Here we will describe a
method to find bounds whose ratio is guaranteed to be
a polynomial. Let PW be the result of applying Algo-
rithm 1 on P and W = L∞(PW ). Let L∗∞(P, z) and
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L∗1(P, z) be the optimal value of L∞ and L1 objectives
with z outliers on point set P . We have:

W ≤ L∗∞(P, z) ≤ L∗1(P, z) (1)

On the other hand, applying Algorithm 1 removes at
most 2z points, so L1(PW ) is an upper bound on the
value of L∗1(P, 2z).

L∗1(P, 2z) ≤ L1(PW ) =

d∑
j=1

lj(PW )

≤ d d
max
j=1

lj(PW ) = dW

(2)

We set L = W,U = dW and we use z′ = 2z as the
number of outliers in Algorithm 4.

φ =
U

L
=
dW

W
= d =⇒ log1+δ φ = O(δ−1 log d)

Equation 2 ensures that our algorithm succeeds for
some estimate of OPT and Equation 1 ensures that at
least some of our estimates are less than OPT. So ei-
ther OPT is greater than dW or there is some estimate
between OPT and (1 + δ)OPT. Either way, our algo-
rithm succeeds for these estimates with approximation
factor given in Theorem 9. This algorithm blows up our
approximation factor for the number of outliers at most
by a factor of two (from 4(ε−1z + 2d) to 8(ε−1z + d)).

5 Conclusion

We presented simple bi-criteria approximation algo-
rithms for minimum axis-aligned bounding box in high-
dimensional euclidean spaces for the maximum side
length and sum of side lengths objectives. While this
problem has been previously studied in low-dimensional
settings, as far as we are aware this is the first work
that studies this problem in high-dimensional euclidean
spaces. We proved that our algorithms for the max-
imum side length objective are pareto-optimal under
some reasonable assumptions.

We plan on (i) improving the approximation factors
for the sum of side length algorithm, (ii) prove match-
ing lower bounds for sum of side length objective, and
(iii) studying other high-dimensional problems in the
presence of outliers.
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